
Sport ZERO3S

F 6k

R 3k

Competition ZERO3

F 12k

R 7k

*1 Please note that the value of camber angle could be different depend on ride-height or individual difference of each vehicle.

Up to -2.7°camber angle is enable when ride height is -40mm.(this data is based on our testing car)

*2 Changing spring rate is available at the shipment with no charge . Choose the rate from F:7,9,10k, Rear【ID65-180】:4～6k(in 1k)

*3

DE5FS

DE3FS

DE5FS

DE3FS

**U/M= Upper mount, P-RG=Camber fixed pillow-upper mount,A-RG= Fixed aluminium strength rubber

£1,958.50

£2,040.79

Changing spring rate is available at the shipment with no charge . Choose the rate from F:8,9,10,14k, Rear【ID65-

180】:4～6k,【ID65-150】:8～10k（in 1k)

(ID65/150) P-RG Overall length
On sale

(ID65/150) A-RG

D.O.R.

Spacer
Demio 438 63R CN

-60～-35mm

-70～-55mm

A-RG Spacer

Model/Series Part No. Price(excl.tax)
Height 

adjustable range
Spring　*3 U/M

Height 

adjusting

system

D.O.R.

Demio 438 63S CN

-55～  0mm (ID65/180) P-RG Overall length

On sale

-45～-30mm
(dedicated

shape)

1102-03

Model/Series Part No. Price(excl.tax)
Height 

adjustable range
Spring　*2 U/M

Height 

adjusting

system

Cusco ZERO3 series for Mazda Demio (DE5FS)

【Character of ZERO3 series for Demio-DE5FS】

-It applies needle valve type 24 steps adjusting which enable to make fine setting depending on the driving 
scene.

-It's applied mono-tube shock absorber with newly developed large calibre piston. It offers smooth 
movement which is only large-calibre piston enable.

- It applied alumin-spacer type height adjusting system which consists with securing bump stroke and 

weight reduction.

-It applies camber bolt on joint area of nuckle(*1). With setting camber to negative -angle, front grip on 
cornering is improved which effect on time on circuit.

-This product is rebuildable.

It's the coilover kit series for using radial tyre 
which offers wide range of setting from town 
use to circuit. It moves stably on bumpy 
surface and moves smoothly.

This "Competition spec" coil over kit is designed 
for dedicatedly proper or endurance circuit 
driving wearing S-tyre.
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